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Accenture: 
Accenture believes cloud-first networks are a game changer and we are drawing on our decades-long 
strategic partnership with Microsoft, our joint venture Avanade, and our comprehensive set of cloud, 
network and 5G capabilities to help clients unlock the value of the Azure Private 5G Core service. A key 
differentiator for Accenture and Microsoft is our jointly developed IP and assets, featuring pre-
integrated core and edge hardware and software that is automated for accelerated deployment and 
intelligent operation. These capabilities are critical to helping clients leverage the power of the cloud 
continuum — from hybrid to edge – and make the 5G journey a reality. 
 
Chris Howarth 
Senior Managing Director  
Accenture  
 

Amdocs: 
Amdocs’ cloud-native and 5G-ready system integration tools and products, combined with the power of 
cloud computing from Microsoft’s Azure private MEC with Azure’s Private 5G Core service, will better 
enable ubiquitous connectivity for enterprises of all sizes. Building off of our strong, best-of-breed 
integrated 4G and 5G network core ecosystems, we’re pleased to expand our collaboration with 
Microsoft into a new phase of connectivity through private networks, accelerating new possibilities and 
solving challenges 
 
Anthony Goonetilleke 
President of Technology and Head of Strategy 
Amdocs 
 

AT&T: 
AT&T's 5G network is built on an agile, future-ready mobile core that's designed to boost innovation, 
resiliency, and security for our customers. Our 5G mobility core is fully cloud based, integrating Network 
Functions from multiple vendors that today are hosted on Network Cloud infrastructure based on cloud 
software stack that Microsoft acquired from AT&T last year. We are pleased with Microsoft’s plan to 
evolve Network Cloud and integrate it with Azure technologies to create hybrid telco grade “Azure 
Operator Distributed Services.” This will enable AT&T and other operators to host Network Functions on 
clouds spanning telco premises and public cloud and will help us realize the many benefits of cloud 
native approach and Azure innovation including additional speed, resiliency, security, cost and 
operational improvements. 
 
Andre Fuetsch 
Executive Vice President & CTO Network Services 
AT&T  
 

AT&T: 
Combining the high bandwidth and low latency of 5G with cloud and edge compute capabilities opens 
an entirely new world of opportunities for businesses and other organizations to serve their customers 
in new ways.  This will enable entirely new use cases in manufacturing, retail, health care, automotive, 



touching virtually every industry vertical.    AT&T’s collaboration with Microsoft is about enabling 
organizations to harness the power of 5G, cloud and edge quickly with the ability to scale on demand. 
 
Rasesh Patel 
Executive Vice President and Chief Product and Platform Officer  
AT&T 
 

Capgemini: 
The integration of Microsoft’s Azure Private 5G Core in the end-to-end Qualcomm based solutions that 
we are developing, will enable clients to boost and simplify further their 5G-enabled digital 
transformation across key industries. Capgemini combines deep industry expertise and a cloud-native 
microservices framework to accelerate the integration and launch of 5G private networks and 5G 
transformative use cases in client specific operational environments. Our aim is to help enterprises drive 
innovation at scale and achieve operational excellence to build a future-ready connected business of 
tomorrow 
 
Fotis Karonis 
Group Leader 5G & Edge 
Capgemini 
 

Cognizant: 
When Cognizant set out to create our private 5G offering, we had the goal to create a comprehensive, 
robust and cost-effective solution. Our partnership with Microsoft leveraging their Azure private MEC 
solution which includes Azure Private 5G Core and Azure Stack Edge allowed us to achieve that goal. 
Cognizant is taking a holistic approach to the private 5G network needs of our clients by not only helping 
our clients design, implement, and fully manage their private 5G networks, but more importantly 
helping them implement innovative digital solutions (ex AGV/AMR, Vision AI, AR/VR, Digital Twin) to 
solve their operational challenges. 
 
Randal Kenworthy  
VP of Strategy and Alliances, Industry+ 
Cognizant 
 

Couchbase: 
As the requirements of modern applications continue to evolve, Couchbase is collaborating with 
Microsoft and Azure public MEC to bring the cloud and the edge closer together for customers. Azure 
public MEC and Couchbase’s modern database enables developers to build next gen edge use cases.  
 
Matt McDonough 
SVP Business Development & Strategy 
Couchbase  
 

Ericsson: 
Combined with cloud capabilities, 5G has the potential to accelerate the digital transformation of 
virtually any sector of industry or society. The combination of Microsoft Azure for Operators (AFO) and 
Ericsson’s market leading cloud-native network functions & orchestration suite promise significant 



benefits for customers. Microsoft and Ericsson are jointly exploring enterprise 5G use cases in 
conjunction with leading operators such as Telstra. 
 
Jan Karlsson 
Senior Vice President and Head of Business Area Digital Services 
Ericsson  
 

Etisalat: 
Private 5G networks that are optimized for industry verticals are an important part of Etisalat’s digital 
transformation initiatives. Etisalat is utilizing Microsoft’s Azure Private 5G Core, along with its APIs for 
partner software enablement, as a key solution for this initiative. Using this solution, Etisalat was able to 
build advanced Artificial Intelligence-based IOT use cases resulting in significant savings through 
optimized asset management and predictive maintenance. 
 
Khalid Murshed  
Chief Technology and Information Officer  
Etisalat 
 

Fujitsu Limited: 
As a pioneer in digital transformation, Fujitsu is committed to helping enterprises and telcos accelerate 
adoption of 5G. Our market-leading O-RAN solutions and managed services offerings, combined with 
the power of Microsoft’s Azure private MEC offering, will play an important role in delivering 5G 
solutions to market, enabling rich customer experiences at the convergence of 5G, digital, and the edge.  
 
Shingo Mizuno 
Corporate Executive Officer 
Fujitsu Limited   
 

Lockheed Martin: 
Lockheed Martin’s strategic collaboration with Microsoft unlocks new capabilities that will provide a 
decisive edge for military personnel across all domains. Leveraging Microsoft’s expertise in cloud 
computing and distributed system orchestration, we are accelerating the scale and speed of critical 
military communications, which will be necessary in increasingly contested environments.”  
 
Dan Rice 
Vice President of 5G.MIL® Programs 
Lockheed Martin 
 

Nokia: 
Open collaboration is key to the development of new and innovative high-value 5G use cases that will 
equip our customers with the tools they need for digital transformation. This is part of Nokia’s continued 
commitment to leading an open mobile future, making it simple for our customers to take advantage of 
the 5G world helping to drive it forward. We are enthusiastic to work closely with Microsoft to integrate 
our Cloud RAN technology with Microsoft Azure, offer Microsoft Azure IoT Edge Services allowing 
industries to realize new capabilities at the edge, and Nokia’s new SaaS-based NetGuard Cybersecurity 
Dome, to be commercially available in early 2022. 
 

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globenewswire.com%2FTracker%3Fdata%3Dpt79MhjxR8xvQQp_zfH_zb7UGM5-fB_yYpa2F4hZMxpZPS_i44QaGabzFYCcq7SF07YRAJ0xJvkl-N3RtKRjpie4cjG8sz_1QE__2faw9-GGEMZ-Qzn1nULKV78E0oNi9dBnJQOUhvTmkK-HQCnunDeBbhRWqwdPCkn2iEiHN3R2F9qZQlfzGO4DwinvBUDOUXoIthIK4zTCVYmehp6ZXExVWIhlfgzK6KV4PvUrMdSm5A-Mu5oBSU7RzHtMVLCByf-VQufMhJ8tZO2Lh6E8Tg%3D%3D&data=04%7C01%7Canshimel%40microsoft.com%7C01bdb27fbdff4617ab7a08d9eaa040f3%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637798796286187915%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=IfXpfoQ4d%2F2Tb74mjDZ%2F%2FpLCEzORlOlwWCj4wb6AiOw%3D&reserved=0


Chris D. Jones 
Vice President Strategic Partnerships, Strategy and Technology 
Nokia  
 

Northrop Grumman: 
Northrop Grumman’s advanced battle management technologies allow military forces to effectively 
communicate and securely share mission- critical data across all domains. With the integration of the 
Azure private MEC platform, we are leveraging Microsoft’s commercial-edge computing capabilities to 
inform tactical mobile ad hoc networks for the U.S. Navy’s Information Warfare Research Project. 
 
Tom Pieronek 
Chief Technology Officer, Aeronautic Systems 
Northrop Grumman 
 

HARMAN: 
Advances in technologies like 5G yield significant opportunity to accelerate innovation across nearly 
every industry - from transportation and healthcare to manufacturing and education. HARMAN's deep 
knowledge and experience in the communications domain and Azure private MEC offers a 
comprehensive solution to enterprises planning to deploy private networks and cloud computing 
applications. We are glad to join hands with Microsoft in re-shaping the future by elevating experiences 
for our customer and end consumers. 
 
David Owens 
Senior Vice President and General Manager, Digital Transformation Solutions 
HARMAN 
 

HCL: 
Together with services such as the Azure Video Analyzer and Azure Private 5G Core, Microsoft's Azure 
private MEC provides a robust platform for developing and deploying powerful digital transformation 
offerings at the enterprise edge. As a long-time engineering collaborator of Microsoft’s, with deep 
expertise in over 15 industry verticals, HCL has the capabilities to bring the necessary applications, 
system integration, network engineering, and managed services capabilities to projects around the 
globe.   Jointly, HCL and Microsoft deliver the end-to-end solutions required for our customers 
 
Sunil Aggarwal,  
Senior Vice President 
HCL 
 

Singtel: 
This unique solution by Singtel and Microsoft leverages the strength and performance of Singtel's 
innovative edge cloud platform to deliver assured low latency, high throughput, intelligent connectivity, 
data analytics and AI services to enterprises. This enables enterprises to accelerate their digital 
transformation journeys through adopting advanced technologies such as autonomous robots, vehicles 
and drones, as well as Metaverse applications, into their enterprise operations through a single unified 
platform. 
 
Bill Chang  



CEO, Group Enterprise 
Singtel  
 

Summit Tech: 
Technical trials demonstrated how Azure public MEC and AT&T’s 5G mobile network enabled Summit 
Tech’s Odience 360 8K live streaming platform with built-in ecommerce to bring immersive and 
interactive experiences to use cases such as shopping, live concerts, sports stadiums and eSports. MEC 
video processing yielded up to 80% bandwidth reduction, imperceptible motion-to-photon delay, and 
impressive glass-to-glass low latency for true two-way interactivity.  
 
Doug Makishima 
Chief Sales and Marketing Officer (CSMO)  
Summit Tech 
 

TCS: 
TCS firmly believes that innovations in the area of 5G and Edge Computing will enable enterprises to 
transform into real-time, resilient and adaptable businesses. We are delighted to launch TCS Enterprise 
5G Edge for Azure private MEC, which allows enterprises to exploit Microsoft’s private MEC ecosystem 
and provides the lifecycle capabilities required for applications and smart devices to take advantage of 
private 5G networks   
 
Kamal Bhadada 
President, Communications, Media and Information Services 
TCS 
 

TechMahindra: 
We are entering a new era of enterprise digital transformation that will be fueled by private networks, 
edge computing, secure access service edge, and amplification of industry specific applications. Along 
with Microsoft, we are making it easy for enterprises to order, provision and consume full suite of 
infrastructure capabilities and applications - the cloud way.   
 
Manish Mangal  
Global Head of 5G & Network Services  
TechMahindra 
 

Telstra: 
Telstra’s collaboration with our major strategic partners, Microsoft and Ericsson, continues to enable us 
to break new ground, leveraging new technologies and our smarter network to standardise solutions 
and that will help Australian businesses adapt for the digital future.  
 
Nikos Katinakis 
Executive for Networks and IT 
Telstra  


